violence essay

In this essay I would like to say that, honestly violence hasn't affected my life. Since the past few years I've seen someone get shoot and killed on the middle of my st. My mom and my sister were really scared. At first I was really shocked. But then I continued my life. There's been fights, gangs, and shooting at the same time. Around my neighborhood. Like I'm only one person, I really don't know how to stop violence. My number 1 priority is my family. And if one of them die, and violence is involved. It will not only affect my life, it will changed me forever. I would think wow losing this
Family member has made a huge impact. So the only way violence could affect my life is if one of my family is involved. Because thinking about if you keep losing one of your family member that changes your whole image. And sometimes violence change even the nice or Smarter person.

In my point of view I think what causes youth violence is a lot of stuff. From my perspective I think what causes youth violence is T.V. Because in movies, T.V shows they show violence. And sometimes they say that violence is good. It might be good to
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Random people then the police comes, and of course you get arrested for it. The last thing I wanted to say was what causes youth violence is gangs and family members. First, gangs will people and start fights with other gangs, and sometimes they do it in front of kids. And they just don't care who watches the second is family members; they either are alcoholics or drug addicts, and that sometimes causes a lot of violence between family members. And trust me, nobody wants to see that rappers to their family.

To close up this essay about violence.
I'm going to talk about what can I do about youth violence. The first thing I could do is to make a neighborhood no violence community. I could have 2 groups in the community. The 1 group is kids that are against violence. And the second group can be about kids that already did violence or planning to. The other thing I can do is to get loyal adults to help me organize some kind of parade. About no violence. And any kid can participate in the parade and come up with their own ideas also. And that's all for this essay.